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TRANSLATING ELEPHANT TALK
After students read “Big Talkers,” pages 6–11, invite them
to act out some of the elephant communications mentioned
in the article. Then discuss the following:
•H
 ow do you think scientists figure out what different
elephant communications mean? How would they know
if their interpretations are right or wrong?
• Do people ever use body gestures to communicate?
•W
 hat’s an example of an elephant body-gesture that’s
similar to a person’s?
• What’s an example of one that differs?
Wrap up the lesson by assigning the Elephant-to-People
Dictionary student page.
ANIMAL GROOMING
Before students read “Spiffing Up,” pages 14–19, distribute
the Wild Grooming Secrets student page. Have students
put a check in the “Me” column next to each statement with
which they agree. After reading the article, ask students to
put a check in the “Article” column next to each statement
the article confirms. (Answers: 1, 2, 4, 6, 8) Review the
statements as a class, enriching each confirmed statement
with additional information and tweaking the others to
correspond with information provided in the article. Wrap
up with a few general questions such as:
•W
 hy are grooming habits important?
•H
 ow would you compare your grooming habits to some
of the ones in the article?
TEACHER STUMPERS
As students read “Meet the Beetles,” pages 20–26, have
them compile a list of true and false statements about
the beetles they “meet.” Then let children take turns
reading their statements and asking you—the teacher—to
correctly identify each as true or false. Can your students
stump you?

IMPORTANT POINTS
Many sea creatures that are not fast swimmers have spines
to help protect them from predators. In “Fishy PufferUppers,” pages 30–34, students discover that some kinds of
pufferfish are covered with stiny spines that stick out when
the fish inflate themselves with water or air. Most predators
don’t want to gulp down a pincushion and so will not pursue
a puffed-up puffer. But if a predator does swallow one, the
puffer still has one more chance. Its spines can catch inside
the predator’s mouth or throat, causing the predator to spit
out its prickly catch.
Divide children into small groups and give each another
“spiny creature” to investigate. Each group should illustrate
its fish on paper, and under the illustration, in a well-written
paragraph, describe how spines help the animal. Possible sea
creatures to report on include.
• Sea urchins and sea stars: Upper surfaces covered in
spines make them an unattractive meal choice
• Sticklebacks and triggerfish: Dorsal spines can erect
and keep them from being swallowed.
• Lionfish, scorpionfish, and stonefish: Venomous spines
along their backs warn predators to steer clear.
• Stingrays: Poisonous tail darts on their tails deter
predators.
ROCK THE HOUSE
The Whizpops is a popular band for children made up of
former Montana teachers. Its new album of catchy tunes
and clever lyrics is sure to get your class dancing, singing,
and caring about endangered species in North America. It’s
called Ranger Rick’s Trail Mix in recognition of Ranger Rick’s
conservation leadership. Some of the album’s proceeds will
go toward the National Wildlife Federation’s work to protect
endangered species. Listen to the album and purchase it at:
http://amzn.to/1X7BZF4.
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ELEPHANT-TO-PEOPLE
DICTIONARY

These two Ąsian
elephants seem to be
having a friendly chat.

“Hey,
Ma!”

makes

Sound

by
Hannah
Schardt

6

Super-smart and
super-social, elephants
have a lot to say—and
many different ways
of saying it.
JAGDEEP RAJPUT/ARDEA (6-7); TONY HEALD/NPL/MINDEN PICTURES

(INSET)

You may think you know how
elephants communicate: With
trunks held high, they blast the
air with loud trumpeting sounds.
But that’s not the only way elephants make themselves heard
within the herd. These massive
mammals have a vocabulary
to match their size: more than
70 different vocal sounds, from

a loud

barks to snorts to cries.
Elephants make rumbles—
deep, vibrating noises—more
often than they do any other
sound. An elephant makes
its rumble the same way a
person speaks: with its larynx
(LAIR-inks, “voice box”). But
an elephant’s huge larynx
produces very low sounds.
In fact, some rumbles are too

This bab
y Ąfrica
cry to
n ele
get its
mothe phant
r’s att
ention
.

low for human ears to hear.
A person standing nearby
may feel the vibrations. But
elephants can pick up these
rumbles from miles away!
They use special sensors in
their feet to “hear” the distant vibrations through the
ground. The sounds can
say anything from “Hey, I’m
ready to mate!” to “Look out!
There’s a hungry lion nearby.”

PHRASE

HEĄR IT!

Now that you understand some “elephant talk,” translate
these phrases to make an elephant-to-people dictionary. For
each phrase, draw or describe an action elephants might use
to express that feeling. Then do the same for people.
ELEPHANT

PEOPLE

“Hello, friend!”

“Back off!”

“I don’t
forgive you.”

“I’m happy.”

“I’m scared.”
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Good grooming
helps keep you neat,
The same
clean, and healthy.
But their
is true for animals.
be a little
grooming habits might
different from yours.

WILD GROOMING
SECRETS

Mud
Mud is a wonderful substance
to wallow in. If there isn’t a mud
hole big enough, a Sumatran
rhinoceros can stomp and dig
at a puddle to make it just right.
Then it might lie around in it for
hours. A nice mudpack soothes
the skin, gets rid of insect pests,
and keeps a hot animal cool.
CYRIL RUOSO/MINDEN PICTURES >

TONY HEALD/NPL/MINDEN PICTURES

Water
After a hard day of work or play, you
most likely head for the tub or shower,
right? Water also works for animals,
such as this rockhopper penguin. After
a long trek from the ocean to its nesting
spot, its feathers got coated with dirt
and penguin poop. Standing under this
natural waterfall does the trick to wash
it all away!
SOLVIN ZANKL/NATUREPL.COM

PAUL SOUDERS/WORLDFOTO

Towel?
This polar bear doesn’t need a
towel. A good shake will get off
most of that icy water. If you’ve
ever stood near a dog after a bath
or a swim, you know how well this
method of drying off works.

Dust
Wait—what? This Burchell’s zebra seems to be getting
dirty, not clean! Yes, but it’s still taking good care of its
body. A roll in the dust works well to remove hairs that
shed or to dry and fluff a wet coat. It scratches itchy
skin, too. A covering of dust may also work as sunscreen
or insect repellent.
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ME

September 2016 Student Page

In the column labeled “Me,” make a check next to any
statement that you agree with. After reading “Spiffing Up,”
pages 14–19, make a check in the “Article” column next to any
statement that the article agrees with

ARTICLE
1

Some animals roll in the dust to groom themselves.

2

Some animals go to spas to keep clean.

3

Birds use tree bark to comb through their feathers.

4

Sea otters use their paws to comb through their fur.

5

Geckos clean their eyes with poop.

6

There are places in the sea known as “cleaning stations.”

7

Mud cleans away dirt as well as scouring powder does.

8

Some fish like to have their teeth flossed.
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